Bowen Declares Question Closed On Board Room

The question of holding another division by the Board of Regents because of the regents' claimed dissatisfaction with the Old Capitol should be retained in its original form. Bowen said he had been misled when he learned that a school of law would be housed in the Old Capitol because the regents were originally the Supreme Court Chambers.

We will try to find other solutions to the problem of overcrowded dorms and to find a way to remove a new Administration Building. But the state Board of Regents wants its present solution.

Old Capitol Board Room Survives—
The Old Capitol Board Room, the subject of a recent controversy about remodeling, will remain intact for some time. University President Harvey Bowen suggested removing the Board Room, which has received a new office space, but the State Board of Regents would not.

Johnson Expected to Ask For Continuation of Surtax

‘Counterinaugural’ By Protest Group

On the evening of President Kennedy's inauguration, thousands of students met at the Board Room to voice their opposition to the proposed surtax.

‘No tax on the rich’ was the main slogan of the protest group, who were mainly travel funds. and put his wife on the payroll and collected her salary for student interests.

Supreme Court to Give Powell Case Thorough Airong; Congress Vexed

Washington — The Supreme Court today ruled that the U.S. Senate should give the federal airways case to the Court. The Court's decision is expected to be announced by Chief Justice Earl Warren, who has been instructed to review the case.

‘Track and Field’

Pope, who has been a leading figure in track and field in the United States, will be the center of attention at the opening ceremonies of the National Track and Field Championships to be held in Boston next month.

Western Illinois State College—

The Western Illinois State College band, composed of 60 members, will perform at the inauguration of President Kennedy. The band is under the direction of Dr. J. H. Powell, who has been a member of the University of Chicago faculty for many years.

Hubel Appointed To CSC Opening

Formerly a member of the staff of the Chicago Sun-Times, Hubel has been appointed as secretary to the Chancellor of the Illinois State University System.

Loyola—There will be no

In February, Loyola University announced that Cardinal Spellman had been named the next president of the university.

Defense Will Not Deny Sirhan Killed Kennedy

The jury’s job will be simpler, Kennedy said. Before the trial begins, the defense will not deny that Sirhan is guilty of the murder.

The defense attorney, who has been instructed to withdraw from the case, is expected to withdraw from the case.

Petition Seeks Autonomy from Undergrads—

In order to get the petition statement signed by the students, they are asking for, the President has instructed the provost of the University of Illionis at Urbana to present the petition to the University Senate.

The University Senate is expected to set a date for the presentation of the petition to the Senate. The Senate is expected to pass a resolution supporting the petition.

Council May Join County, Schools In Valuation Fight

Iowa City, Iowa—City and the County of Johnson are considering the possibility of joining forces in a valuation fight over the property tax.

Kimes to present an appeal to the feasibility of the proposal. Both improvement changes would establish a joint taxing district and permit levies to be made on all property within the district, with the estimates to be determined by a joint taxing district commission. The estimates would be made by the city and county, and the estimates would be made by the state's assessment officials.

The amendment explained that the city's property tax assessment in the city and in the county would be determined by the joint taxing district commission. The estimates would be made by the city and county, and the estimates would be made by the state's assessment officials.

News in Brief

ALSO IN THE NEWS

The New York Times—A. E. Housman, a noted English essayist and scholar, has been reported dead in London. Housman was 72 years old.

FLORENCE—The Florence Daily News—Dr. W. S. Grady, a noted English essayist and scholar, has been reported dead in Florence. Grady was 72 years old.

LOS ANGELES—In a letter to the city's water department, a group of residents of the city's water department area, representing water users, has been reported dead in Los Angeles. The group, representing water users, has been reported dead in Los Angeles.

The City Council will consider a resolution opposing the city's water department's proposal to increase water rates.

In the meantime, the city's water department has announced plans to increase water rates by $1.25 per thousand gallons.

Council May Join County, Schools In Valuation Fight

The Iowa City City Council and the Johnson County Board of Supervisors are considering the possibility of joining forces in a valuation fight over the property tax.

Both improvement changes would establish a joint taxing district and permit levies to be made on all property within the district, with the estimates to be determined by a joint taxing district commission.

The estimates would be made by the city and county, and the estimates would be made by the state's assessment officials.

Both improvement changes would establish a joint taxing district and permit levies to be made on all property within the district, with the estimates to be determined by a joint taxing district commission.

The estimates would be made by the city and county, and the estimates would be made by the state's assessment officials.

Both improvement changes would establish a joint taxing district and permit levies to be made on all property within the district, with the estimates to be determined by a joint taxing district commission.

The estimates would be made by the city and county, and the estimates would be made by the state's assessment officials.
DRAFT FACTS

Delay your induction legally, but follow the policy carefully

All registrants should be thoroughly acquainted with the law, which reads in part: "Any person 18 years of age who is required to report for induction under the Selective Service System shall... unless relieved from the performance of military duty by..." The law states that we shall not be required to register, even though we do not participate in the induction process.

FREEDOM FLUSH needs supporters

To the editor:

FREEDOM FLUSH is a small non-profit organization that is attempting to build public support in the United States for a constitutional amendment that will end the Selective Service System. Our goal is to force the government to either conform to the Constitution or lose its legitimacy. We would appreciate your support and help in spreading our message.

Sincerely,

John Smith
FREEDOM FLUSH
CBS Exec Appointed USIA Chief by Nixon

NEW YORK — President Nixon Monday named Frank Shankweiler, the man who shaped his campaign theme, to become director of the US Information Agency.

Shankweiler was named to replace John M. Lee, who announced Monday he would resign. Lee has served as USIA head since 1969.

Shankweiler, 36, was most recently associated with the Nixon campaign in planning television and radio spots. He was also the chief of Nixon's New York City political organization, which is in charge of interparty activities.

Shankweiler is a native of New York City and a graduate of Holy Cross College. The White House has never released his political activities since Nixon became president.

Shankweiler told a reporter early Tuesday that Nixon would not be at the opening ceremonies for the new USIA headquaters.

University Back to Normal

The Iowa Daily was closed Thursday night by University authorities in protest of the Civil Rights March on Washington D.C. Monday.

In a statement released by University President C. C. Young Thursday afternoon, it was announced that the newspaper had been closed for the day because it had printed an article which "gave time and space to a movement of a highly reprehensible character and which has no place in the life of an institution of higher learning.

"The University of Iowa is a place of higher education and is not concerned with racial segregation and discrimination. The University is, as a matter of policy, against those principles in all aspects of life, not merely in the selection of students or faculty or employees, but in all areas of the educational process. The University also disapproves of the ways and means used by opponents of the Civil Rights Movement."

The Daily Iowan for Oct. 14 was printed before the University announced it was closing on Oct. 13.

President Young then announced that he would name a new editor of the Daily Iowan. He also announced that the new editor would be appointed by a select committee of four members of the Board of Regents, one from each of the four major divisions of the University.

DON'T LOOK NOW

But you may be about to blow your life

A seemingly normal number of people make a quick and tragic mistake. To them, it seems, it's just a simple thing to buy. Suddenly, before they know it, they're in over their heads.

How many times have you heard of a person who bought a coat, a car or a house they couldn't afford? And then sold it to pay for the next one they couldn't afford?

It's a common occurrence, and it's one that can lead to financial disaster.

One of the most common mistakes people make is not checking their finances before making a purchase. It's easy to get carried away when you're excited about something new.

But before you make that purchase, take a moment to assess your current financial situation. Look at your monthly expenses, your debts, and your savings.

If you're not sure how much money you can realistically afford to spend on a new purchase, consider talking to a financial advisor or counselor. They can help you make an informed decision about whether or not to make the purchase.

Remember, it's better to be safe than sorry.

Prove It To Yourself

You can have the cleanest clothes with our Whirlpool washer.

Save $10.00 & $20.00 RACK of Dresses

Why does a perfect size 7 look perfect only 21 days every month?

It has nothing to do with calculus. It's all about comparing female weight gain... caused by temporary water-weight build-up. Oh, you know. the uncomfortable full feeling that swells up on you the week before your menstrual period. This fluid retention not only plays havoc with your looks but how you feel as well. (Exit pressure on delicate nerves and tissues, which can lead to premenstrual cramps and headaches, leaves emotions on edge.)

That's why many women take PAMPERS®. It gently relieves water-weight gain to help prevent premenstrual puffiness, tension, and premenstrual cramps. PAMPERS® makes sure a perfect size 7 never looks less than perfect. Nor looks less than perfect, either.

Give Your Wardrobe and Your Budget a Lift

whitebooks

OUR ENTIRE CURRENT FALL AND WINTER SELECTION OF LADIES’ WEAR ON SALE

Save Up To 50% On

Gino Paoli

DRESSES

SUITS

COSTUMES

Save Up To 40% And More

GORDON FORD

SLOAT

LANZ

$100.00 & $200.00 RACK of Dresses

January Fashion Clearance

* Men's Suits

Save Up to 50%

* Sport Coats

Save Up to 62%

* Imported Sweaters

Save Up to 1/2

* Sero Shirts

On Sale At $5

whitebooks

seven west delmas
McGilmers' Play Lifts Hawkeyes

By CHUCK SCHELKE

BLOOMINGTON — The victory was a crucial one for the Hawkeyes and a critical one in the Big 10 race.

The Hawkeyes defeated the Hoosiers, 60-50, in a game that was a season-long story told in a season-long battle.

The Hawkeyes had a 10-point lead after the first half, but the Hoosiers came back strong in the second half, narrowing the gap to just 10 points. The Hawkeyes held on for a 10-point lead, their largest lead of the season.

The Hawkeyes led by double figures most of the game, but the Hoosiers kept it close. The Hawkeyes made a few key baskets in the final minutes to seal the victory.

The Hawkeyes had a solid performance on both ends of the court. They shot 50% from the field and 33% from three-point range. The Hawkeyes also outrebounded the Hoosiers, 39-30.

The Hawkeyes are now 11-1 in the Big 10 and 20-1 overall. They have the best record in the Big 10 and are in the mix for a national title.

The Hoosiers fell to 12-2 in the Big 10 and 20-2 overall. They are in the mix for a national title but have some work to do to catch the Hawkeyes.

The Hawkeyes will play their next game at home against the Fighting Irish on Thursday, February 2.

One of the nice little things about Morgan Optical is the price.

We're the first to admit that we don't offer the lowest prices in town. But we do offer the best service and selection. We believe that a high-quality, well-crafted pair of glasses is worth the investment. And when it comes to Morgan Optical, we're confident that you'll agree.

We offer a wide selection of frames and lenses, including designer brands and prescription lenses. Our knowledgeable staff can help you find the perfect pair that suits your style and budget.

For producing glasses, the fact is, we operate on a smaller profit margin. There's no big difference. This is one of our big differences.

American Youth: Its Outlook is Changing the World

The subject of this month's issue of Fortune magazine

Much has been said, and much has been published, about the so-called "American youth" and their values. But have we really taken into account the fact that American youth is not a monolithic group? Are we really looking at the whole picture when we talk about "American youth"?

Certainly, there are differences among American youth today. And it is worth noting that these differences are often overlooked or ignored.

For example, there is a growing body of research that suggests that American youth today are more diverse than ever before. They come from all walks of life, from all parts of the country, and from all different backgrounds.

Furthermore, it is important to recognize that American youth today are not all the same. They have different experiences, different values, and different perspectives. And these differences are reflected in their behavior and in their lifestyles.

For instance, studies have shown that American youth today are more likely to be involved in community service, to volunteer, and to participate in extracurricular activities. They are also more likely to be interested in politics and to vote in elections.

In conclusion, it is clear that American youth today are not a monolithic group. They are diverse, they are different, and they are changing the world. It is important for us to recognize these differences, to understand them, and to embrace them.

One of the nice little things about Morgan Optical is the price.
Swiss Olympic Gym Team
To Perform at Field House

By JOE REDY

UCLA Keeps No. 1 Ranking;
Davidson Moves up to 4th

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

University, compensating,
university, UCLA placed in the
first place in the college handi-
capped basketball, Monday's
204th, with Chapman and
of the University of
UCLA retained its
all 10 first place votes.

Cincinnati and St. Louis
(1, 2, 3) 10 votes, New
York St. and Villanova
(4, 5, 6) 9 votes,
Washington, D.C.
10 votes, and
Boston College
10 votes.

The Associated Press
poll of the nation.

Iowa's Unndefeated Wrestlers
Bring Season Mark to 8-0

The Iowa Daily
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Vietnam Objectives Limited, Harriman Reminds America

Harriman Reminds America of -

PRESIDENT -- National Vietnam objectives and the states will be given to the American people during the current week of television and radio.

The American people have a right to know the truth about the war in Vietnam, and Harriman said that the American people have a right to know the truth about the war in Vietnam.
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Racism Topic Set for Rally

Harlem will be discussed both at Soldier Field and at a rally scheduled for the Illinois Teachers' Federation's headquarters Wednesday 11 a.m.-2 p.m. in Chicago.

The rally will be held on the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's campus. The event is being organized by the Illinois Black Student Union and the Illinois Student Union.

Members of the Die White Black Panthers Party are being asked to speak at the rally. The party was recently formed and has been active in various Chicago events.

6 UI Students Hurt Sunday, Cars Collide Near West Lawn

Six University of Illinois students were injured Sunday when a car and a bus collided near West Lawn. The students are expected to recover from their injuries.

The University of Illinois at Chicago announced that it will not investigate the incident.

College Transfer Students

New Classes New Farming, Enroll Now

CAREER COURSES OFFERED IN

ACCOUNTING

SECRETARIAL

BUSINESS

MACHINES

DATA PROCESSING

SECRETARIAL

LEGAL

SECRETARIAL

COMPUTER

Training Available at Belden Rd., Evanston, Ill. 60201, and DuPage, Ill. Full Credit Given For Previous Courses, and Credits Transferred To Degree Grading Colleges.
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The British (Films) Are Coming!

The past week has seen three British films in New Haven. The "Strange Affair" has been at the Palace for six days; the "Sunday Afternoon" has been at the Majestic for a week; and "Charles Babbage" has been at the Elgin for four days. These films are excellent examples of the British film industry. The one-handed effort of a new director, "Strange Affair" is the best of these three films. It is a story of a woman who is the main character and who is also a detective. The woman, played by a British actress, is a clever and determined detective. She is after a man who has been stealing from the bank. Her investigation leads her to a small town where she discovers the man's true identity. She then sets out to catch him and bring him to justice.

In "Sunday Afternoon," the story revolves around a group of friends who spend a day together in the countryside. They are a group of middle-aged Britons, and the film刻画s their lives and their relationships with each other. The film is beautifully shot and has a wonderful sense of atmosphere. The acting is excellent, and the film is a joy to watch.

"Charles Babbage" is a biographical film about the British mathematician and inventor. The film is well directed and has an excellent cast. It is a film about a man who was ahead of his time and who was able to see the potential of technology. The film is well written and has a wonderful sense of period. The acting is excellent, and the film is a joy to watch.

These three films are excellent examples of the British film industry, and they are well worth seeing. They are all excellent in their own way, and I would recommend them all to anyone who is interested in British films.
UI Singers Try for The Met

The University of Iowa Choirs are trying to make it to the New York Metropolitan Opera this season. If the trip is successful, it will be the first time that Iowa has sent a choir to New York to sing in the Met. The choir is under the direction of Dr. Marvin Horne. The goal is to raise $10,000 to cover the costs of the trip, which includes transportation and accommodations. The choir has been rehearsing intensively for the past two months and is looking forward to the opportunity to perform at one of the world's most prestigious opera houses. The concert will feature a mix of classical and contemporary music, with a special emphasis on American composers. The choir hopes to raise sufficient funds through ticket sales, donations, and other fundraising activities to make the trip possible. If successful, it will be a major accomplishment for the University of Iowa Choirs and a significant moment in the history of the university. The concert will take place on May 5th at 8:00 pm in the University of Iowa Auditorium. We encourage all members of the Iowa community to come and support the choir in this exciting endeavor.
2 Injured South Viet Kids Recovering at U.S. Hospital

By GARY HENRICK

Two injured South Viet children are recovering at UI Hospitals after they were gunned down during a school bus ride in southern Minnesota.

The children were shot during a gang war among drug dealers in their native country.

One of the children is a boy, lives with Dr. and Mrs. Carl Nguyen, a Vietnamese couple who opened a restaurant in the city.

The other child is a girl, lives with Dr. and Mrs. Huynh, another Vietnamese couple who opened a restaurant in the city.

Both the Buddha and the children's parents expressed surprise at the ability of the Vietnamese children to return home.

Our aim: To make hospital and doctor bills match their bills.

Vatican Paper Backs Pope On Birth Control Statement

LORENZ

Our Mid-Winter SALE

Is NOW In Full Progress

Take Advantage of These New Low Prices

Trampette

Loafer

Men's 6 1/2-11

Camino

Dress Shoes

Regular $12.95

Air Steps

Regular $12.95

Women's SNOW BOOTS

Regular $12.95